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TELEPHONE

When placing or answering a call, simply use the set as you would an
ordinary telephone. Follow these few steps to take advantage of its 2 line/2
hold features:
If you have more than one telephone and a line is already in use when you
pick up the handset,

j ust

twist the line button to the other line to make or

answer your call. To answer an incoming call when you are already using
the 2 line/2 hold telephone, or to make a second call without disconnecting
the first, follow these steps:
-Pull up the hold plunger. Let go. It'll stay up.
-Turn the line button to the alternate position.
-Speak to the second caller or place your call.
You may switch from call to call by turning the line button to either line as
often as you like as long as the plunger is up.
Or someone may take either call on an extension phone. Once the extension
party and the outside party are connected and once you've turned the line
button to the line you wish to speak on, depress the hold plunger. This releases
the other line from hold so the person on the extension can hear and be
heard.
If your 2 line/2 hold telephone is equipped for signaling, you may sound the
bell or buzzer connected to another inside phone by pushing the line button
in. This signal can cue someone to pick up the phone, to come to you, or
to perform some other task. The line button may be turned to either position
when you depress it. Pressing the line button doesn't affect answering or
placing calls, calls in progress or calls on hold.
To end a call on one line, move the line button to the other line and return
the hold plunger to the normal position. Hanging up the handset terminates
all calls and returns the hold plunger automatically.

The 2 line/2 hold telephone is
man factured by Western Elec
tric for the Bell System.

THE TRIMLINE"' phone

. . Small, stylish, and

so modern .. . Fits as comfortably in your hand
as it does in your home ... Available in a wide
range of appealing colors in

desk and wall

models.

THE CARD DIALER telephone allows you to dial
frequently called numbers automatically. Simply
insert the appropriate card and touch the start
bar.Available in single-line or multiline models.
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